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Mobile live commerce is emerging as a new distribution channel as connectivity and information sharing become easier

due to the increase in the use of SNS and mobile phones.
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1. Introduction

The convenience of mobile shopping has increased with its recent popularization, and mobile e-commerce has

transformed into a mobile-shopping environment that can be used without space–time constraints. Particularly, when

COVID-19 broke out at the end of 2019, there was a greater increase in online shopping than in offline shopping. As the

sales of goods and services on online platforms continued to increase, the frequency of mobile shopping also started

increasing. According to an online trend obtained by the National Statistical Office in September 2020, online shopping

transactions have increased by 30.7% year-on-year, and mobile shopping transactions account for 64.8% of these

transactions .

With the changes in the contactless economy, the distribution channels of mobile commerce have also changed, and the

mobile commerce market has been expanding accordingly. With the increase in people engaging in personal broadcasting

on social networking sites (SNSs) such as YouTube and Instagram, and the resultant combination of mobile and live

commerce, distribution channels are changing. The spread of smartphones is expanding, and the percentage of

customers using the Internet with smartphones is increasing. Mobile shopping market sales grew from USD 1.3 billion in

2012 to USD 32.6 billion in 2017 ; USD 137.5 trillion was achieved in 2020; and live broadcast users exceeded 617

million as of December 2020 . Live commerce using smartphones is also expected to grow, and the success or failure of

fierce competition in this live commerce distribution industry is expected to be determined by the enjoyment of use and the

intention to continue using it.

2. Mobile Live Commerce

Mobile live commerce is a new method to transmit media in network streaming, wherein clients communicate with

information in real time using the Internet, images, text, and videos within mobile devices through multimedia formats .

The platform of live commerce has the characteristics of online and offline shopping convergence that allows real-time

communication with broadcasters, such as purchasing products directly from offline stores, while providing convenience

for online shopping . Mobile commerce is drawing fresh attention from distribution channels. Particularly, it differs from

existing e-commerce as a platform wherein sellers, and consumers can communicate through real-time streaming

channels using e-commerce media on the Internet and thereby interact with products and services . In other words,

mobile live commerce will grow into a new paradigm where consumption activities accelerate in China’s digital economy

and online after COVID-19. Countries other than China are actively introducing it through live commerce platforms, and it

is predicted as a distribution industry that can be further expanded in a few years .

3. Service Characteristics of Mobile Live Commerce

Mobile commerce can be defined as e-commerce in a mobile environment that connects anytime, anywhere through a

network, shares information, and purchases products. Service characteristics of such mobile commerce include ubiquity,

accessibility, convenience, security, location verification, personalization, and immediate accessibility.

Convenience is still an important factor in technology-based self-services, mainly in social, cultural, and economic fields;

achieving a goal with the shortest amount of effort compared to the cost has been defined as convenient . Regarding

the functions of mobile devices, they can be accessed anytime and anywhere while moving, enabling them to provide

service functions more frequently; these can be considered the biggest advantages of mobile commerce .
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Ubiquity is a characteristic that offers flexibility and convenience on the Internet and has a significant impact on the

accommodation of mobile information technology . Companies can typically obtain information whenever and wherever

they want, including when consumers are obtaining access through mobile devices . In e-commerce, connectivity with

consumers is important and involves providing access to information, which can affect sales.

Social presence also refers to social existence, which represents the sense of coexistence and social intimacy that

individuals feel with one another . A sense of reality is a practical state that makes one mistake it as if it really

happened . This makes it feel as though one is together with another; it can be defined as a sense of social reality .

4. Information Source Characteristics of Mobile Live Commerce

Information sources act as a medium for efficient advertising as a means of communication of advertisements. Therefore,

the effect on persuasion varies depending on the source’s credibility, such as experience, reliability, expertise, and

business motivation, depending on which source delivers it.

Attractiveness can be divided into physical and psychological attractiveness . Research on the attractiveness of

informants has revealed that the attractiveness and persuasiveness of informants depends on the degree of familiarity an

individual has with the informant . The attractiveness of a source increases the interest the consumer shows toward

the messages they convey .

Vividness comes from emotional fun; imagination; and temporal, spatial, and emotional familiarity. It is important to specify

and characterize concreteness and actuality when conveying information . The more specific the messaging of lively

information is over that of abstract information, the greater the impact of the information .

Expertise is the degree to which an informant correctly answers, presents, or perceives the topic or problem they want to

convey  and is defined as the awareness that consumers have in providing correct responses and making accurate

judgments about the topics and issues of the messages conveyed by the informant .

5. System Characteristics of Mobile Live Commerce

Traditionally, the success model of an information system measured the success factors of a system by dividing it into

information quality and system quality , and accessibility means that people can connect anytime, anywhere when they

need services. In addition, in order to increase mobility in mobile commerce, compatibility in the payment system is

expected to have an important influence on the intention to introduce a new system.

Information quality indicates the speed at which meaningful information is delivered, its accuracy, and its level of

usefulness to users . Regarding high information quality, an enterprise can provide consumers with information about a

product by utilizing information systems so the consumers can recognize the product .

Compatibility between various systems is essential when multiple devices are used to provide services and is particularly

important for mobile devices. Compatibility represents the convenience users have when utilizing these devices and their

offline and online payment systems . Additionally, it is important for information technology users to harmonize and

recognize life values, ways of doing things, and experiences .

6. Value of Consumption

The level of enjoyment consumers has in shopping is directly related to their satisfaction with the product and their pursuit

of hedonic values . Consumers use mobile commerce for purposes such as social exchanges and information

acquisition, while satisfying various purchasing needs. To obtain pleasure from shopping, consumers also select a market

that reflects their subjective feelings .

Hedonic value is an important factor in shopping behavior. Consumers tend to be satisfied with a product and enjoy the

shopping experience more when they pursue hedonic value . Additionally, hedonic value can be considered a measure

of the subjective or personal empirical benefits that buyers enjoy from shopping daily and the emotional stimulation

provided by goods or services .

Perceived value refers to the value that consumers gain from purchasing goods or using services ; it refers to a

consumer’s personal beliefs . It has been recognized as an important concept that determines the consumer behavior

even in mobile environments .
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7. Purchase Intention

Purchase intention represents the subjective behavior of a consumer, such as the beliefs and attitudes they have about a

product . It was also defined as the possibility that a belief or attitude leads to an act or action of purchase .

Purchase intention also refers to the subjective possibility or personal condition of consumers, including the relationships

among their purchasing attitudes, knowledge, and behavior.

Additionally, purchase intention is a consumer’s preference for an entity, which is a subjective personal belief that modifies

their future planned behavior, including their emotional, perceptual, or consumption behavior before and after a purchase

. Purchase intention also refers to the degree to which a consumer would want to purchase a product online .

Information systems in the field of online shopping have been proven to facilitate purchases or repurchases .
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